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ABSTRACT
Provo Canyon, located in no11h ccntr;:~l U1:1h. is known to have landslide hazards for many years. Construction to widen and
straighten a 2.5-milc-long section of U.S. l XlJ knmvn as the "Narrmvs'" commenced in December 1995. This project consists of t\vin
300-foot-long two-lane tunnels, 3/4 million cubic yards of soil and rock excavation. 60,000 square feet of cast-in-place concrete soil
nailed \Valls, and 90,790 square feet of mechanically stabilized embankment. During excavation for some of the cuts, landslides
occurred that required retnedi<ttion. Cracks were noticed nem the northern portal of the tunnels which necessitated immediate
stabilization. Observations during constmction are presented.
Immediately north of ·'The Narrows" section of U.S. 1g9 is an approximate six-mile-long segment called the Upper Provo Canyon
project. The project includes a one-mile section of roadway that traverses over some landslides, kno\Vll as the Hoover Slides, which
have been active for at least 60 years. The Hoover Slides arc within a thmst fault known as the Deer Creek thmst. From the
cxploraliOII program, geotechnical <llld geologic i'eatures \VCrC identified \Vhich permitted the development Of probable chronological
events of the Hoover Slides and postulated sliding mecllilnisms responsible for the movements.

KEYWORDS
Slope Stability, Landslides, Tunnels, Houycr Slides, Site Exploration, Inst1·umcntation.

INTRODUCTION

is to develop methods for constmcting the new road through
the Hoover Slides area.

U.S. Higlnvay 189 through Provo Canyon, Utah is being
widened from 2 lanes to 4 lanes and realigned for a 50 mile

per hour speed limit by the Utah Department of
Transportation (UDOT). The multi-million dollar. 15-milclong project is being designed and constmcted in phases. The
lower 7.5 miles have been constmcted and arc in usc. The
t\VO mile-long middle section is called the "Nnrrmvs". The
Narrows project includes two 100-foot-long tunnels, 0.75
million cubtc y;uds of soil and rock cxcavallon, and 15 LOOO
square feet of retaining walls. Constmction 011 this section
was commenced in December 1995 and is c,xpcctcd to
complete by Spring 1998. The upper 5 mile-long is c<Jlled the
··upper Provo Can:von'' projed. The \videning of the Upper
Provo Canyon section of US-JXCJ includes the crossing of two
large active landslide zones; one in the Can).:on Meadmvs and
the other in the Horseshoe Bend of the Pro\·o Canyon. both of
which arc collectively called the Hoover Slides men (Figure
1). The main challenge on the Upper Provo Canyon project
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The Hoover Slides have been active for over 60 years. Five
slides arc currently active along Highway US-I X9. Of these
five slides, at least three are significant slides. They are each
measured to be 500 to 700 feet long and 100 to 300 feet wide.
In addition. slumps of a minor nature occur in cuts above the
existing highway and in the embankment downslope from the
highway. In addition to landslides, the natural and cut slopes
throughout the canyon experience rockfalls on to the roadway
that increase in frequency in the spring \\'hen the ground
thaws and runoff is at its peak. The rH;:w' constmction on U.S.
189 is me~mt to upgrade the capacity of the highway due to
increased traffic volume <lS well as to mitig~lte. to the extent
possible, the noted geologic hazards to the vehicles that travel
through Provo Canyon.
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Figure I - Site Location Map

GEOTECHNICAL EXPLORATIONS
The Narrows
The geotechnic:JI exploration consisted of fourteen (14}
borings, geologic mapping, field permeability tests.
installntion of piezometers. ~lnd laboratory testing, ;11\ of
which were performed in late 1()90 and early 1991. Seismic
refraction lines \vcrc also conducted in 1995 to determine
soil/rock interfaces along the proposed alignment.
Due to strict environmental remrictions imposed for this
ponion of the canyon. nwny areas were either olf limits to
dnlling or restrictions were placed on the time of ye<lr in
which drilling was allmvcd. In some inst<lnccs drills were
mobilized by helicopter in order to minimize distmbancc to
the environment.
The Upper Provo Canyon Pn."!_j_r;_g
The geotechnical data for the Upper Provo Canyon project
included nppro\:imatcly 50 exploration borings made along
the alignment (20 of the borings w·ere drilled at various times
during the last 50 years). installation of inclinmuctcrs and
piezometers. ricld mapping. seismic refraction. downhole
geophysical logging. and laboratory testing (Abramson &
Lee. 1995)
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Provo Canyon is located in the Was.:~tch Mountain Range,
and is oriented generally northeast to southwest. The Provo
River is situated at the bottom of the Canyon and flows to the
soutlnvest.
The Wasatch R;mge is dominated by the
Pennsylvanian-age Oquirrh Formation. More recent a11uvial
and colluvial deposits occur in the canyon bottoms and as a
veneer covering the bedrock along the steep canyon slopes.
The Oquirrh Formation consists predominantly of limestone
and limy to quartLitic sandstone.
The Hoover Slides arc a par1 of a large prehistoric landslide
complex. The sUde area underlain by the Manning Canyon
Sh.:~le formation which consists of black to brmvn shale witl1
interbedded slabby sandstone, thin beds of quartzite, and thinto thick-bedded gray to black limestone. The shale weathers
rapidly when exposed to the atmosphere and becomes highly·
plastic \Vhen wet
The Hoover Slide section of Provo C.:~nyon has been heavily
altered by sub-horizontal thrust faulting, resulting in intense
fracturing of the rock The Provo River has eroded through
the upper plate of the thmst fault, creating the Sulphur
Springs. The Manning Canyon shale lies below the Oquirrh
Formation limestone., The Manning Canyon shale and
Oquirrh Formation limestone are in the thrust-fault contact.

SEISMICITY
In northem Utah, the \Vasatch Fault Zone (WFZ) located at
the base of the Wasatch Range, exhibits evidence of
recurrence during L:-de Quaternary lime. Studies of the Provo
Segment indicate that there have been three to four surlace
faulting events in the last :5.000 years and the latest event
occurred approximately 500 to 700 years ago. The project
site is djstant enough from the WFZ that surface mpture at
the site is not expected. HO\vever. the site is in an area with a
risk of c.'\periencing strong ground shaking related to
potential earthquake activities. It is located in the Uniform
Building Code Seismic Zone 1. The source of the strong
ground shaking is the Intermountain Seismic Belt (JSB), and
peak ground acceleration on rock of 0.25g can be expected to
h:·l\'e a 10 percent probability of exceedance in a 50 year
period (Youngs eta!., I !JR7).

OBSERVATIONS DURING CONSTRUCTION
The Narro\\s
The widening of U.S 1S!J from tv.:o lanes to four lanes in this
project requires construction of two short tunnels. several
hillside C.'\Cavations. and retaining walls along the Provo
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River. Constmction started in December I <>95 and is
expected to be completed in Spring llJlJS.

November 2L 1996 and January 4. 1997. These slides were
adjnccnt to the initial slide that occurred in July 1996.

The potentinls for lnndslides in Provo Canyon \Ycre known
during planning aud design of the Narrows project.
Landslides generally occur as a result of periods of prolonged
rainfall or spring snowmelt Localized geologic features and
construction activities have caused several problems on the
section of U.S. 189 just north of the new S.R. 92 intersection
as well as on the no11h portal of the tunnels. These failure
incidents me described in the following:

On March 12, 1997. boulders rolled down from the top of the
cut at Station 606+00 (approximately) and hit a truck
traveling on U.S. 1&9. This slide caused a temporary closure
of US-189 for several days until a temporary rock fall zone
was installed. The temporary rock fall zone consisted of a
double rock fence system with aggregates placed from the toe
of the cui to Ihe rock fences (Figure 2).

Failures Bel ween Slalions 602+00 lo 60X+OO.
Between Stations 602+00 and 60&+00, the ne\v alignment
required a soil/rock cut up to 75 feet in hcigh1. The planned
cut intersected a prehistoric bndslidc area with VCI)'
complicated geology. The geology in this area is dominated
by rocks that form an interbedded sequence of limestone \vith
calcite veins, '1-veathered limestone, and sheared zones. The
area is located ncar the Deer Creek tllmst fault that was
mapped by Boker ( 1964). The Deer Creek lhmsl faull is a
region:1l featnre and h:-~s a snb-horizontal orientation.
During exc:n:ation oft he mea between Stations (,04+00 and
005+00 in July 11)06, a rock slide occurred ;md the debris fell
on to a backhoe. Dnc to the very steep tern1in, a pioneer cut
wns mndc behind the top of the rock slide in attempt to
stabiliz:e the cut. To provide stnbility oft he slope, the pioneer
cut was recommended to be protected with soil nails/rock
dovl.·els and shotcrctc. Portions of the pioneer cut were left
unsuppor1cd due to difficnlt access
In order to determine causes of the rock slide, a 1\vo-phase
field C.\.ploration \V<lS performed in September llJ9rJ. The f1rst
phase consisted of twelve exploratory borings to depths of 20
to 80 feel using an air drill rig. The second phase comprised
five horizontal boreholes to depths of 50 to 75 feet using a
\Vlfe-line rotary drilling rig. The exploration program
confirmed that the rock slope is composed of alternating
layers of hard and wenk limestones w·ith clay seams, shear
t.oncs, and open fr<1clllres. Open fn1ctmes as wide as 2 feet
were encountered dtJring drilling. The presence of these
geologic features led to the conclusion that the area is
composed of bndslide debris originated from the nearby
Deer Creek Thrust fault.
In late October, I91J6, another rock slide occurred at the top
of the rock cut <It Stations (102+50(±). This rock slide area
hnd only a thin canting of shotcretc withont any rock don·cls
as origi nallj' recommended.
Conditions along the pioneer cut continued to deteriorate with
the onset of winter precipitation. Two rock slides occurred at
the pioneer cut at Station 605+50 (appro:ximatcly) on
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Figure 2. Dm1ble Rock Fence System (Schematic)
The initial (July' 1996) f<1ilure is thought to have occurred by
tile undercutting of sl1ear ;:ones within the rock mass by the
planned O.l(H): l(V) cut. The subsequent failures have been
the result of sevcr;:tl fe~ctors including stress relief of adjacent
ground toward the initial slide area, \vcatltcr (precipitation
and freeLe-thaw). blast vibrations, timeliness of ground
support installation, or a combination oft he above.
Exploratory holes drilled in the area after the first failure
indicated that bedding attitudes arc reasonllbly consistent with
a north-northeast strike and dip to the east-southeast at about
60". The rock is highly fractured likely due to hvu
phCllOIIIClla:
(1) shattering of the brittle rock units during past

tectonic processes. 111 \vhich c:Jsc, the fracturing
persists with depth
(2) undercutting and downslope migration of blocks
from upslope due to downcutting of the canyon by
the Provo River after the Deer Creek thrust faulting,
leaving voids (i.e., open fractures) between
transported blocks.
Stabilization of this slide area consisted of soil nails on a 5 ft.
:x 5 ft. pattern, 10 to 40 feet long \Vith 24 lnch-wide strip
drains. nnd 2-lif1s of 3-inch-thick steel tiber reinforced
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shotcrete The excavation was redesigned with 30 foot-high,
0.5(H): l(V) cuts nnd five foot wide (lypicnl) benches. At the
highest point there arc seven benches for t-1 maximum cut
height of 220 feet.

During implementation of the stnbilizntion work, voids and
open fractures as wide as 2 to 3 feet \\·ere encountered, and
substantial amount of grout had to be pumped into holes to
fill up the open fractures and voids of the rock mass. To
minimize the amount of grout take. thicker grout mix
(Cement:Watcr Ratio= 0.7:1) have been used. A total of
about 650 bags of cement was reportedly used in a single 40
foot long drill hole (3.5 inch diameter) for a soil nail which
would othenvise have required about 10 to 20 bags. Because
of the presence of voids and open fractures, the stabilization
work progressed very slowly.
Cracks at the North Portal Twin Tunnels.
Cracks \Vere noticed Ill December or 1996 forming
approximately 20 to 30 feet inside from the north portal face
of the twin tunnels. The cracks extended from the crown to
the springline of each tunnel. At the time the cracks formed.
the northbound tunnel had been completely exc;:n:<Jtcd to the
invert subgrade. The southbound tunnel had the top heading,
which extended to the spring line of the tunnel, excav<Jted for
its full length. The lmvcr bench of the southbound tunnel had
<lpproximarely 60 to 70 feet of excavation rcnmining to its
tenninus at the north port<Jl

Limestone
r------,-42.5 feet

NB
Tunnel

Elevation Vie\v (Looking South)
Figure J T\vin Tunnels at the Narrows Project
The investigation into this problem consisted of convergence
measuring points in both tunnels, drilling five NX-sizc cores
from above the tunnels, and the installation of inclinometers
in
four of the tlve bore holes.
Monitoring of the
inclinometers started before excavation \Vas allowed to
resume in order to establish background baseline values
Convergence measurements \vere taken on number of chord
lor..:ations across the tunnel openings on a daily basis.
Throughout the period of monitoring. no movement was
recorded in the inclinometers and only minor changes were
noted in the convergence measurements. These were likely
attributed to the thermal expansion and contraction in the
shotcrete around the cracks.

The tunnels arc both 32 feet tall ·with a 21.25-foot radius at
the springline (Figure 3) and approximately 300 feet long.
Support for the tunnel consisted of 12-foot long rockbolts on a
typical 4-ft. x 4-ft. pattern with 6-inches of shotcrctc for
primary support. The tunnels were excavated through shaly
limestone of the Oquirrh Formation There were no notable
problems in the driving of the tunnels. The ground was
gcner<Jlly m<Jssive and presented good tunneling conditions
until the time of the cracks forming. After the cracks were
noted. all tunnel blasting and excavation \Vcre h<Jltcd bv
UDOT until the cause of the problem was established.
Inspection of the northbound tunnel revealed a shear pl(lne
dipping approximately 30 degrees toward the north portal cut
(Figure 4). This shear plane \vas assumed to be the base of a
wedge that was projected as daylighting through the north
ponal cut Cracks were also noted at ground snrfacc above
the tunnel and approximately 4S feet behind the portal cut.
The postulated failure meclwnism is that a stepped failme
pattern exists along a series of discontinuities that arc
oriented pmallel with the bedding and dip appro;ximatcly 30
degrees toward the north portal C.'\C<l\'ation

SB
Tunnel

Tunnel Cracks
Plan View
Failure Plane Stepped on BcddiHg/Shcar Planes
Su face Crack

'<',-<,<-...-.. >~

Toe Berm

BeddiitJg._ _...:.::.~
(aJ, ±30°
Dip
North Bound Tunnel
Elevation View
Figure 4

Assumed Failure Plane at the North Portal Cut

The stnbilizntion of the portal cut was accomplished by the
installation of -tO-foot long untensioned rebars (1.375 inch
diameter) installed on a 5-ft x 5-ft. pattern across the cut
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face. Excavation of the southbound tunnel was allovved to
continue once the support was in place. Monitoring of the
convergence points ~md inclinometers continued until after all
111nncl and portnl excnv;_ltion was completed :Jnd no further
movements have been recorded.

•

The soil nailed \Vall came down as one \\'hole mass,
indicating the slip surface actually passed beyond the
reinforced mass.

•

Grout did not stick to the epoxy-coated reinforcing bars.
Grout was only present on the centralizers of the rebar.

•

No seepage of \Vater was noticed at the failure scarp and
the soil/rock debris were moist but not wet.

•

Discontinuities dipped at approximately 65 to 75 degrees
out of the cut face and were smooth and occasionally
slickensided.

Failure at Station 51JlJ+XO.
A cut slope at Station 599+XO for a length of about lOO feet
failed on April 17, L997, two weeks after ~l toe berm was
removed to the proposed final grade. The 90 foot-high cut
has 10 to 25 feet of colluvial overburden overlying bedrock
(Fit,'ltre Sa). The overburden soil was supported by soil nails
of lengths var~ying from 10 to 20-ft long on a -1--ft x 4-ll
pattern. The bedrock was reinforced by 5-ft x 5-ft palterncd
15-ft long rock dowels. The design cut angle for this portion
of the prqjcct is a O.I(H):I(V) (~84 degrees)
Inspection records indic<Jted ;1 block of rock (approximately
10 feet long x 5 feet deep x -1- feet in height) \Vas dislodged
five feet from the toe of the cut after the toe berm \vas
removed (Figure 5b). No rock dmvels and/or steel fiber
reinforced shotcrete were in place at the toe of the cut before
the failure.

Shotcrcte

-----·-----,

~<;:l21~~::i~l~l~ _:

Toe Undermined

''

''
(a I

'

/Landslide
' Debris

Slide stabilization work consisted oflaying back the cut slope
to 0.5(H): 1(V) with soil nails and rock dowels. The final cut
face \Vas covered with steel fiber reinforced shotcrcte and
weeps to facilitate \Vater seepJge.
I.b~H95?.!:~r.~lides

Section of Provo Canyon_

The Hoover Slides section of Provo Canyon include two large
active landslide zones; one in the Canyon Meadows area and
the other in the Horseshoe Bend area (Figure 1). The main
challenge for this portion of the higlwmy project was to
develop methods for constructing the new road through the
Hoover Slides area. Parsons Brinckerhoff was retained in
1993 by Centennial Engineering. lnc. (CEl) on behalf of
UDOT to investigate the impact of tl1e Hoover Slides on the
new US-189 and to determine the probable causes and limits
of tl1e Hoover Slides and proposed reiiiedial work.
Five slides arc currently active within the Hoover Slides. Of
these five slides. al least three are deep-seated slides and the
other two arc shallow (depth of less than 30 feet). The three
deep-seated slides are each measured to be 500 to 700 feet
long. I 00 to 300 feet wide. and XO to 120 feet deep. In
addition to the five slides. slumps of a minor nature have
occurred in cuts above the existing highway and in the
embankment downslope from the highway.

(b)

Figure 5. Cut Slope at Station 599+~0 BefOre and After
Failure (Schematic Diagrams

Post failure reconnaissance showed that the cut slope at
Station 5Y9+HO w<ls triggered by progrcssi\"c f:1ilmc stcn1mg
from the toe of the cut where the block of rock \vas dislodged.
progressing upw11rds along subvcrtical ~111d daylighting joints
\Vithin the rock mass and then extending upwards to tl1e
unrcinforccd soil mass (i.e., beyond the soil nailed portion).
At the time of failure. the following observations were made:
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C'anyon Afeadows: Three of the five landslides on existing
US-189 arc found ncar the Canyon Meado\\-'S housing
development. Based on the inclinometer data, two sliding
planes appear to exist in each of these three landslides. One
slide plane is located at the intern1ce between the fill and the
landslide debri::. (herein called the upper slide), the other slide
is in the weathered Manning Canyon Shale (\vhich is called
the lower slide) as shm.vn in Figure 6. The upper slide occurs
primarily where fills have been placed on top of ancient
clayey landslide debris which is derived from the underlying
shale This upper slide is the most active and moves on the
average of 0.5 to 1.5 inches per y·car. The deeper sliding
zone is the base of the ancient landslide debris where it
overlies highly weathered Manning Canyon Shale. The shale
weathers rapidly when exposed to the atmosphere and
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becomes highly plastic \vhcn wel. The weathering process
appears to have been accelerated by the presence of springs
along the thrust fault L.:one. The shales have been weathered
to a soil consistenq· to a depth or 16 to over (,5 feet in this
area.
The data from inclinometers in the C<1nyon Mc11dows slide
area revealed that the upper slide is creeping at a rate of about
0.5 to 1.5 inches per year towards the river in a southeasterly
direction, while the lower slide is moving very siO\.vly at a rate
(about 0.1 to 0.5 inches per yc<1r) gcncr<1lly to the southc<lsl to
south (toward the Provo River) as shown in Figure 7. The
rate of ground movement on the dov.'nslope side of the
highway increases as a result of the increased amount of road
fill on the weak slide material as well as the close proximity
to the river and high pore water pressures. Additional road
fill is placed almost evcl)' year by UDOT as part of a
maintenance program for the creeping higlwvay. A boring
drilled on the existing US 1R9 ncar Canyon Mcadov.'s
encountered 15 fl of asphalt

H 11

downslope movement \Vithin the alluvial soils in the river
(Figure 7).
!Torseshoe TJeml:
The geology inferred from the site
investigation in this area is ex1remely complex because of
i~mlting within the Horseshoe Bend area. It is postulated that
the following geologic chronology related to the landslide
movements could have occurred at Horseshoe Bend based on
borehole data. shallO\v seismic refraction survey data,
laboratory testing, downhole geophysical logging. and field
mapping:

I. Movement along the sub-horizontal Deer Creek thmst (Late
Cretaceous) fault sheared the rocks along both sides of the
contact between the Manning Canyon shale and the overlying
Oquirrh Fonnation (limestone and sandstone). The rocks of
the Oquirrh Fornwtion present at Horseshoe Bend arc located
close to the plane of shearing, and as a result, are highly
sheared and fractured. resulting in a weak rock mass.
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Figure 6. Inferred Geologic Cross Section at the Canyon
Meadows (PBQ&D. 1995)

In the northern pmi of the slide inclinometers indicate that
movemem is deflected to the south~southcast as a result of the
presence of a resistant limestone unit called the Great Blue
Limestone. \Vhich acts as a buttress to movement of the slide
matcnal. In the southern portion of the slide area where
Manning Cmyon Shale is present at the bank or the ri\'eL
there is no buttress. and thus the toe of the slide has continued
to erode over time because there is little rcsistnnce to
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Figure 7 MoYcmcnt Directions Recorded in the Canyon
Meadmvs Area
2 In the northern portion of Horseshoe Bend (\vest side of the
river in Figure 8), the \veak Oquirrh Porm;Jtion rock mass is
resting on a plastic. sheared clay gouge that represents the top
of the Manning Canyon shale. This weak Oquirrh Formation
appears to be the result of lnndslide nwterial that has slid
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dmvnslope toward the Provo River. The Oquirrh Formation
has a high secondary permeability due to the fractured and
weathered state of the rocks that allows water to percolate
easily down through the unit. When the groundwater reaches
the top of the Manning C:myon shale. \Vhich is nearly
impervious, it satumtcs the shear zone as \veil as the top
layers of the sh<lJe Thus, the strength of this already \\'Cak
zone is further reduced by the pore pressures created along
the contact. Pore pressures may also be building in the clayey
shales belmv the sheared contnct zone. The saturated state of
the shear plane probably also results in further chemical
weathering of the shale. \v·hich gradually reduces its shear
strength as discussed above

3. The southern portion of the Horseshoe Bend area has
distinctly different subsurface conditions as evidenced in
borings PB-2. and PB-5 (Figure 9). After movement along
the Deer Creek thmsL a normal fault trending east-west is
postulated to have formed at Horseshoe Bend with the
downthrmvn side on the north (upstream) side of the fault
(Lee & Bmndon, 1995). The upthrown block is composed of
Great Blue Limestone, \Vhich crops out on both sides of the
Provo River and the block dips to the south-southeast. A
normal fault with the Great Blue limestone on the upthrown
side would explain the cause for the Horseshoe Bend feature.
The river deflects sharply to the west due to the hard resistant
limestone at this location.

Subsequent filling of a valley located in the northern portion
of Horseshoe Bend in the 1930's has further accclerclled
movements in this local area as evidenced by inclinometer
readings, rcsul1ing in roadway cracking. The cause of the
movement appears to be due to subsurrace groundwater flow
.at the interrace between the fill and landslide debris as
confirmed by the presence of localized springs at the toe of
the fill slope below US-lS9 (Fig11re S). Ground,vater tends to
exen pore pressure and weaken the shear resistance of the
surrounding soils to slides. The movements are the greatest
during the spring when snowmelt occurs.

The geologic conditions in the southern portion of Horseshoe
Bend nrc complex, as exemplified in the presence of
overturned bedding in a southbound roadcut on US-189 at
drill hole PB-5 (Figure 9).
At this time, no reliable
explanation of the geologic stmcture of the southern portion
of Horseshoe Bend hns been determined.
A shallow slide has occurred at the southern portion of
Horseshoe Bend and is believed to have resulted from
formation of local piping in the fill that connects to a ?-fooldeep sinkhole located tlbout 5 feet south of drill hole PB-5.
The formation of this sinkhole is attributed to groundwater
flow within the loose fill that daylights in the slope downhill
of the roadw;-Jy.
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Figure X.

Inrcrred Geologic Cross Section at the North
of Horseshoe Bend
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Figure 9.

Inferred Geologic Cross Section at the
Soul h Horseshoe Bend
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LESSONS LEARNED

The

with complex geology or a past history of landsliding, should
not be overlooked.

Narro'~'BJ!roj~ct

Failure lo apprehend geomorphic and hydrologic conditions

of the site and vicinity due to:
• lack of geotechnicnl support in the field to oversee
constmction activities:
• lack of exploratory holes in the problem area before
excavation started:
• underestimating the impact of ndjncent ancient landslides
on excavations:

• having a false sense of complacency in tlwt fractured rock
has no involvement in slope stability:
• not undcrst~mding the process of infiltration. throughflow,
development of pore \Vater pressure within the vadose zone.

This p:1pcr has identified possible causes that triggered slope
failures and tunneling cracking in the Narrows project as well
as those in the Upper Provo Canyon project. Although some
of the causes were originated from the nature and could not
be prevented, yet many of them were caused by human and
might haYe been avoided. The list of ··actions" that arc
considered probable causes of the failures in the Narrows
project t:y-pically represents the fundamental causes of many
slope failures. lt often takes several of these actions occurring
sequentially to set up a situation in which failures may occur.
It is not just one or two "actions'' listed above that could cause
failures.

As for the prehistoric Hoover Slides, it is pmdcnt not to fight
·with the mother nature that caused the slides. Jf we cannot
fight it. \'v'C may as \veil live with it at an expense of putting
up with it through routine maintenance.
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Any slope failures should be addressed and requisite works
carried out at the earliest possible time. Procrastination of
stabilization work leads to increased slope deterioration,
causing progressive failures. It is only through clear
communica1ion. mutual trust. co-operation, and partncring
between management, designers, field staff, and the
contractor that difficult field cond1tions can be tackled

Deep-seated failures such as the Hoover Slides arc usually
associated with very complex geology consisting pre-existing
shear zones, fault breccia, and fractured zones as a result of
prehistoric Deer Creek Thrust fnulting. Albeit many
technically feasible stabilization methods in hand. they arc
often very costly because of the deep-seated nature of the
slides. The best approach to mitigate the problem \Votlld be to
move the nc\v highway to a more stable area to avoid
exp;;wsive st:lbilization works. Stabilization works
anticipated for the existing U.S.l89 ;ue deep drilled caissons
(PBQD. 1995) and systems ofhori/.ontal drains. If
implemented. the stabiliz:ltion works would cost :1bout 3 to 5
millions of dollars \\'hich appear to be Jll~justifiablc for a mral
highway like U.S. lX9.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Many slope failures and ground deformations are attributed
to unique geologic and hydrogcomorphic formations of the
soil/rock mass that arc sometimes underestinwted by
designers. field staff. and contractors. The need of having an
engineering geologist or n geotechnical engineer on ~ite in
any major higlnvay exc~l\'ation projects. especially in a site
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